At present, in the fault diagnosis database of submarine optical fiber network, the attribute selection of large data is completed by detecting the attributes of the data, the accuracy of large data attribute selection cannot be guaranteed. 
INTRODUCTION
With the development of computer and Internet technology, the computer network is booming. It brings people convenience while also the network virus [1] [2] affecting network security. According to the real-time performance of submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis [3] [4] [5] , a big data attribute selection method based on rough set of submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database is proposed [6] .. The current candidate reduction is chosen to be the big data reduction in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database, so as to complete its attribute selection [7] . This method has become the focus of discussion of relevant experts and scholars, and its research has gradually entered the scope of experts and scholars. With the deepening of the research content, lots of research results have been produced .
In literature [8] , a big data attribute selection method in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database based on decision tree local time scale feature extraction is proposed. The drawback of this method is that the selection of attributes is quit slow. Literature [9] proposed a big data attribute selection method for network fault diagnosis database. This method has a small range of applications, it may increase the load for big data attribute selection.
To solve above problems, this paper proposes a method of big data attribute selection based on support vector machine in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database. First, the decision tree method is used to mine and calculate the big data in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database, and the attribute of the big data is obtained. Then, the big data attribute classification is completed through a subset of assessment, stop criteria and result validity verification generated by big data attribute subset in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database. According to the similarity degree of data attribute space, the calculation method of attribute similarity and weight is obtained. The loss function is analyzed to improve the feature selection algorithm of big data attribute and calculate the weight of big data attribute. The gradient rise method is used to solve the saddle point, and furthermore to realize the large data attribute selection in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database. Experiments show that the proposed method can effectively improve the accuracy of big data attribute selection in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database, reduce the calculation process, energy and time consumption, and has good practical value.
RESEARCH ON BIG DATA ATTRIBUTE SELECTION METHOD IN SUBMARINE OPTICAL FIBER NETWORK FAULT DIAGNOSIS DATABASE

A. COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF BIG DATA ATTRIBUTE SELECTION METHOD
(a) Collection of big data attribute selection method
It is necessary to mine data in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database and then calculate its attributes to realize big data attribute analysis [10] [11] [12] .By using the tree structure to show the result of data mining, the method is simple and intuitive [13] [14] , and therefore it is suitable for this paper. The specific process is shown in Figure 1 . F . Let M be a line recording the reduction of big data in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database, which belongs to the range of attribute j on node N . When the record is not reduced, the information entropy of the node attribute can be described as 1 log log
In equation (2), m represents the range count of big data attribute in given submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database, i n and i p are the information entropy of big data attribute i value segment in the database, and ε represents the value segment of a big data attribute in a given database.
Reduce the centralized record of the dig data in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database [15] [16] , we get attribute information entropy of the big data attribute node in new database as following:
A x y represents a function of , x y , the big data attribute variables, in the database.
(b) Analysis of big data attribute selection method in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database
The big data attribute selection error cloud formula is expressed as:
In the above function, E represents the sum of squared errors for all big data attributes, p represents an object of the dataset, i o is mean of class , i C is the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database, and i N indicates the number of data object in class i C . Use formula (7) to calculate the distance from each p in the data set to k cluster center:
And then the property extraction is completed through the attribute similarity. , 
B. SELECTION BIG DATA ATTRIBUTE IN SUBMARINE OPTICAL FIBER NETWORK FAULT DIAGNOSIS DATABASE BASED ON SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
According to the above discussion, the loss function of the big data attribute in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database is:
In the above equation: Since the above condition is satisfied for any of the data attributes x , it can be converted into we get that SVM-based supervised big data attribute feature selection algorithm is equivalent to optimization problem: 
Wherein, C is the penalty parameter of the big data attribute in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database, 1 λ and 2 λ are adjustment parameters [17, 18] . c n indicates the number of data that does not belong to the c -th big data attribute. By solving the above equation, we get the weight ci β of each attribute in the c -th big data, 1, 2, , i p =  which is also an important measure of the i-th characteristic of the data attribute, so as to complete the determination of the big data attribute in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database.
The normalization of big data attribute eigne values is: In the above discussion, the big data attribute selection algorithm is improved by calculating the loss function, the weight of the big data attribute is calculated, and the saddle point is solved by the gradient rising method, so as to realize the selection process of big data attribute in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database based on support vector machine. The process is shown in Figure 2 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to prove the validity of the big data attribute selection method in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database based on support vector machine, we use MATLAB 2008a as the platform and Intel P4 2G processor to perform the simulation experiment [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In this paper, we use three data sets in the network database to experiment, analyze the data attributes of three different experimental data sets, and compare the time consuming of three data sets.
In the first data set, the method proposed in this paper is compared with the data attribute selection method proposed in [8] and [9] , and the comparison result is shown below.
First, the time consumed (min), calculated through formula (15) ,in the three methods for big data attribute selection is compared [24] .
σ represents the response time parameter when the big data attribute is selected, and the average response time of the big data attribute selection is obtained according to the above three methods. The comparison results are shown in Table 1 .
Tab. 1.Time-consuming comparison of three methods
Numbers of experiments / times
The proposed method/min According to the formula (16), the average time-consuming comparison of the three methods in the second data set is calculated. In order to ensure the accuracy of the experiment, 500 experiments were carried out, with 50 experimental data as a set of data, so as to complete the average time calculation, the time unit is seconds (s), the formula is:
In the above formula, T ′ represents the time spent in other work in the experiment. Through the calculation, we get the average time comparison of the three methods for big data attribute selection. The comparison results are shown in Table 2 . Then, we compared the average time-consuming of three method in the third data set, and got the results shown in Figure 3 .
Fig. 3.The average time-consuming comparison of the three methods
In the figure above, the starting point of the line indicating the theoretically time consuming of the three methods. It can be seen that difference between actual and theoretical time-consuming of the proposed method is less than that of the literature [8] and the literature [9] . The average timeconsuming polyline of the proposed method is close to a straight line and the fluctuation is small, which indicates that the proposed method is stable in the big data attribute selection.
Then compare the energy consumption of three methods, we assume N as the energy consumption unit, According to the above formula, the energy consumption of the three methods for big data attribute selection is compared. The results are shown in Table 3 . In order to better display the results, we converted Table 3 into the following line chart. The energy consumption comparison results of the three methods are shown in Figure 4 .
Tab. 3. Energy consumption comparison of the three methods for big data attribute selection
Fig. 4 The energy consumption comparison results of the three methods
It can be seen that the proposed method can effectively reduce the energy consumption in big data attribute selection process. The energy consumption fluctuation of the proposed method in big data attribute selection is smaller than that of literature [8] and the literature [9] , which indicates that the proposed method is stable in the big data attribute selection.
At last, we compared the accuracy of three methods in big data attribute selection process. The experiment used three methods to select the data attributes of any seven databases in the network.Since the number of attributes in the database is large, accuracy indicates that the number of big data attributes can be selected correctly, and error indicates that the number of big data attributes can not be selected accurately. The results are shown in Table 4 . The method proposed in literature [9] The accuracy ratio is the ratio of the exact quantity to the total quantity. The error rate is the ratio of the number of errors to the total quantity. The formula is as follows (18) . In the formula, η and λ indicate the accuracy and error rate. Using the above table information, the accuracy of the three methods for big data attribute selection are compared, the results are shown in Figure 5 , Figure 6 . Through the above figure we can see that the method proposed in this article has the highest accuracy and the lowest error rate.
In summary, the method proposed in this paper can effectively reduce the energy consumption and cost of big data attribute selection in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database, improve the efficiency of big data attribute selection in the submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database, ensure the real-time of network fault diagnosis, and has great practical value.
CONCLUSION
The choice of big data attribute in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database is the basis of data mining and processing of submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database. Improve the time consumption of big data attribute selection is conducive to ensure the real-time fault diagnosis, thus improving the capability of submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis. In this paper, the big data attribute method based on SVM in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database can effectively reduce the time taken for fault diagnosis and improve the efficiency of fault diagnosis, and has good practical value.
